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leader in the field, and each essay is complete and self-contained. The bibli-
ographies are massive. Each author has had full freedom to express his
personal opinions, so that the clinical portion of the book contains a number
of contradictory statements, an expression of the present lack of under-
standing of the basic mechanisms by which the hormones work.
The very objectives of the book place it under some handicaps. The field
has progressed so rapidly that certain aspects of the discussion were out-
dated before they were set in type; for example, the sodium-retaining po-
tency of the amorphous fraction is now believed to be a result largely of
aldosterone which is not mentioned in the volume. The fact that the book is
not entirely up to date does not detract from its value; on the contrary, it
emphasizes the need for a solid foundation on which the interested physician
can build his newly acquired knowledge as it becomes available.
The fact that each essay is self-contained makes a considerable amount of
repetition necessary. Whereas this repetition improves the reading qualities
of each chapter separately, it tends to become a little monotonous when the
book is read as a whole.
These minor criticisms should not detract from the basic value of the
volume. It will long prove a useful guidepost for the practical application
of the adrenal steroids as therapeutic agents.
PHILIP K. BONDY
VITAMINS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE. Leslie J. Harris, New York and
London, Cambridge University Press. 1954. 4th ed. xxii, 352 pp. 103 illus-
trations; 105 tables.
This is the fourth and very much enlarged revision of a small volume
that had its origin in a series of lectures by the author at the Royal Institu-
tion, London, some twenty years ago. It is not a textbook, but a popular
presentation in a somewhat conversational and very readable style, without
recourse to the irritating, racy language of the professional popular writer.
It is beyond doubt one of the best and sanest accounts of the vitamin story
for the intelligent reader that has been written, and is an excellent introduc-
tion to an understanding of the place of the vitamins in nutritional science.
The book will make an appeal particularly to the student of science and to
the clinician-readers who are not alarmed by chemical formulas, but who
wish a broad understanding of how we have arrived at our present knowl-
edge of vitamins. It includes numerous figures and tables for those who
think in terms of curves and diagrams, with a series of portraits including
that of David Livingston, who reported xerophthalmia in Africa. The aim
of the author is "to include in language intelligible to the lay reader some
mention at least of every known fact of importance about the vitamins."
This volume is definitely historical in outlook and goes back to Lind
(1757) and Captain Cook (1772). The later developments, beginning with
Lunin (1888) through to the recent identification of the anti-anemia vita-
mins folic acid and vitamin B12, are given in greater detail. Present-day
accounts often give the impression that the vitamins were the result of
chance discoveries or were merely the result of systematic laboratory feed-
ing experiments which unearthed successively vitamins A, B, C, etc.,
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enough to compose the present vitamin alphabet. That the vitamin concept,
on the other hand, was evolved through a period of painful confusion and
uncertainty is faithfully stressed in this volume.
The discussion of the best known vitamins A, Bl, C, D, E, and K is
attractively written and that of vitamin C, on which the author is a recog-
nized authority, is especially well handled. The author uses the terms
"vitamin B',"' "vitamin C," etc. instead of the now generally used chemical
names thiamin (aneurin), ascorbic acid, etc. The word "ferment" is used in
discussing enzymes, a historical hold-over which might well be abandoned.
No references are given throughout the book. There is no suggestion as to
where the interested reader might turn for additional information.
In a volume whose perspective is essentially historical, mention of out-
moded methods may be permissible. How otherwise justify space given to
the bradycardia method for vitamin B' assay? One wishes that it had been
possible instead to include an account of the recent vitamin B' studies at
Bataan in the Philippine Islands. Many of the important vitamin studies in
America, for example those of Sherman at Columbia and those from
Mendel's laboratory here at Yale, receive scant mention.
A final chapter of fifty pages, entitled "Dietetics-What to Eat," is keyed
to the nutrition situation in the United Kingdom and is only partly con-
cerned with vitamins. This appendage fits a bit awkwardly on to the end of
a book which is essentially an historical account of vitamins. It might more
effectively be separated from the main volume and appear as a separate
brochure.
WM. H. ADOLPH
THE DEAF AND THEIR PROBLEMS. By Kenneth W. Hodgson. New York,
Philosophical Library, 1954. xx, 364 pp. $6.
The problem of severe deafness is nearly three times as frequent as that
of blindness. If it comes after formal schooling is complete, when reading
and speaking have been learned, and one knows a job and understands the
world around him, it is not as great a handicap as blindness. On the other
hand, deafness which sets in during childhood or infancy presents a tre-
mendous problem in education. The young deaf child who cannot talk, can-
not understand a word that is said, or read a word of anything that is
written, is destined to a slow, laborious, costly, and frustrating process of
learning.
The two main ways of teaching, in use since the work began, are: (1) the
oral method by which children are taught artificially to speak words they
cannot hear and also to lipread what is said to them; and (2) the silent
methods depending upon the hands and utilizing either the manual alphabet,
manual signs, or a combination. Because it is little taught, most "signing"
today is unsystematic and degenerate, a "pidgin" language.
While the progress of science in the past few hundred years has revolu-
tionized the attitude toward what Dr. Samuel Johnson called "the most
desperate of human calamities," the attitude prior to the seventeenth cen-
tury was one of fatalism and misunderstanding. Aristotle wrote, "Men that
are born deaf are in all cases dumb," and "Those who are born deaf all
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